Dirty Energy News

This is NOT about “dirty energy”, its me talking straight, direct and damn dirty about the energy stupidity in the USA.
Steven Harris - Energy Expert, Founder of www.KnowledgePublications.com & www.USH2.com Dirty Energy ISSUE #2

Raped Women Rant When They Scream Rape.
Dirty Energy Newsletter Volume 2.
Let me clarify something for the
fragile, politically correct minds
out there who wrote me about
this newsletter. You can stop crying now. I got OVERWHELMING
support (thank you), but about
one out of every ten responders
said something like “read your
rant”, or “now that you’ve ranted...”
How to clarify this to you?
If a woman is being bent over
and rapped by a sexual criminal,
if she’s shouts “STOP, STOP! RAPE!
HELP ME! STOP!!” is that a rant? If
Byrd and Melissa Billings, the couple of 13 adopted children shot
in their Florida home, shouted
or screamed, “Get out! What are
you doing? Please don’t kill us,
stop, stop!” Is that a rant? What
part of being sick and tired of the
stupidity of what is happening
to us, i.e. the new laws and new
energy policies, both proposed,
and implemented, do you not
understand?
We the People, the public, are
being RAPED by the politician’s
laws and policies—especially in
the energy field. One method
that the incompetent use to take
power over the competent is to
move the competent to SILENCE
by saying, “oh..that’s not nice,
you’re being hateful,” or “that’s not
politically correct.”
The next method of silence placed

on people is to call the protesting
and aggressive dissertation (the
screaming of rape) of the people
a “rant”. What I am writing is not
a rant.
This is US telling YOU that WE are
SICK and TIRED of YOUR SHIT and
WE will be SILENT NO MORE. So
take your words like ‘rant’ and
shove it where the sun does not
shine. If you don’t then we’ll do it
for you and we’ll see how you like
it when your protests about the
discomfort and violation are dismissed as rants. After all, would
you want to offend the person
raping you?

Historic note: for those of you
who do not know or remember
the Equal Rights Amendment
(ERA) and whole history of the
epic fight for female equality
though the 1900’s, especially after
1945. It was hard in some places
to get law enforcement to take
the CRIME of female rape seriously. It was not viewed as the
violent crime and violation that it
is today (as it should be). Raped,
beaten and bleeding women
were told by law enforcement
that it was their fault for being
hurt so bad. They were told that
they should not have resisted
and that they should have just

‘laid back and enjoyed it.’ If that is
shocking to you, it should be!
WE the Public are being told to
‘lay back and enjoy it’ now while
we are being violated by the tidal
wave of junk science and political
stupidity.
I use some ‘powerful metaphors’
in this discussion. Let me be
serious for a moment. If you
are a female and you are being
abused; end it. Tell someone, ask
for help, leave, go to the police
or any of the private aid agencies. If you know someone who
is being abused then help her,
now! It IS the business of all of us
who can, to protect the innocent.
Protect women, children and the
innocent. Oh I’m sorry..was that a
rant? National Domestic Violence
Hotline www.ndvh.org 1-800-799SAFE(7233)
If you are a citizen of the United
States and you are being abused
by your politicians and your energy and economic future is being
stolen from you then BE SILENT
NO MORE. Say STOP, TELL THEM
STOP SCREAM STOP AT THE TOP
OF YOU LUNGS. Get help, make
help, ask for help. Help yourself or
help others. Do NOT be slient because you will be raped and then
you’ll be told that it was your fault
and that you should of just been
quiet and that you should lay
back and enjoy it. After all, they
were passing the laws to help you.

The Story of Trying to Contact T. Boone Pickens.
Trying to Contact T. Boone Pickens.
I should have known better. I’ve
been through the pain before
and that was why I went independent (see Dirty Energy Volume
1). However, I felt compelled to
try to reach the very charismatic
and determined patriot, T. Boone
Pickens.   I should have known
better, but not for the reasons
you’d suspect.
You’ve heard of 6 degrees of
separation?   How we can all go
through no more than 6 people
and meet any person in the world
(like the game, 6 degrees of Kevin
Bacon).   I thought I’d use my
email list of some 60,000+ patrons to try to get in touch with
T. Boone Pickens personally.   Not
just a cold phone call, but a nice
introduction. So I put out an
email asking who knows the man
and I got some good responses.
It turns out that one of my customers and fans (thanks Mike)
knew one of Pickens’ children. He
got me in touch with the son and
we talked a bit. I signed a nondisclosure with him so we could
talk about a few things that are
Harris Confidential so he could
screen me before I could talk to
his old man (there’s a pattern
forming here).
After trading non-disclosures
(NDAs) I talked with T. Boone Pickens’ son for about an hour on the
phone. We discussed some of the
confidential gasification technology Roy and I have and we also
discussed natural gas vehicles. I
was told, “My father and I have

worked on natural gas vehicles for
almost 15 years and it just won’t
work with American vehicles
because the timing on the engine
must be changed and everything
is now computerized.”   In the next
15 seconds I solved his 15 year
old dilemma for him. I explained
exactly how I can run natural
gas with ANY vehicle in the USA
with NO mechanical modification
to the vehicle, other than adding a natural gas tank, and NO
modification needed to be done
to any part of the vehicle computer system. No code changes
to the computer either. No OBDII
changes etc... Give me a 2009
Cadillac and I can have it running
on natural gas with no computer
changes. He was floored, aghast
and speechless all at once. I
thought for sure I’d be a shoe in to
get past the gate keeper and talk
to his father.

How to summarize the rest of my
experience with him in a short
sentence???   What a WASTE of
SPERM!   He proceeded to tell me
that I’d never ever want to work
with his old man because his old
man is ruthless and blah blah
blah. Probably stuff he should
of told his psychologist and not
me. He did say that he’d see his
father at Thanksgiving and he’d
tell him about our conversation.   Well, I never heard from him
again. Never was able to contact
him again by phone nor email.
<poof> into thin air, or down the

drain he went. Where else does
sperm go?
I’m not one to give up easily. I got
in touch with another old friend
of T. Boone Pickens (we’ll call this
guy Ron). Ron knew the Goings
on with both the father and the
waste of sperm I talked with.   We
too did an NDA exchange and we
talked a bit and he was most impressed and after an hour he told
me the same thing. You do not
want to deal with T. Boone Pickens, he’s ruthless and blah blah
blah. Sounded like crying over
spilt milk to me. Well Ron went
into the ether as well. No emails
returned, no phone calls returned.
I ended up leaving him a voice
mail telling him that trust is like
virginity, and he was definitely in
the maternity ward.
Now do I think that either of these
guys went off and stole any little
bit of technology I talked to them
about? No. Sperm can only think
of one thing (finding an egg) and
people in maternity wards are too
busy giving birth to steal anything
(heavy metaphor content here).   I
should have known better. I
should have known better than
to try and work with other people
again to move forward.   See,
the thing that people could not
understand was that I was bringing technology and solutions to T.
Boone Pickens. I was not coming
for ‘money’. The man put forth 50
to 60 MILLION of his own money
(this was when gas was $4.00 a
gallon) to put forth a solution
for America. Not the best solution, not a great solution, but a
damn good one that was valid
and would work. A solution that

we could start to do TODAY with
what we have TODAY. I wanted
to contribute to the effort. Yes. I
would have made money. T. Boone
Pickens would have made money
too but you would have had a solution for your gas tank by NOW.   It
would be something that you’d
KNOW was coming out by a certain
date rather than just be the technology porn vaporware you read
about in popular science or popular mechanics.
I have no doubt that T. Boone
Pickens is RUTHLESS in his work,
job and business. It seems that
every time you try to do something
great, something big, something
that takes imagination and talent,
the more people you find that try
to tear it down and try to tear you
down.   There’s always one idiot in
a meeting that tries to empower
himself by standing up and saying, “NO.. you cannot do that.. I
dont’ like that...blah blah blah burp
fart.”   Know what? I like ruthless.
Ruthless keeps 75% of the idiots with torches and pitchforks that
are coming for your Frankenstein
(no sperm required) away from
you.  It’s easy to make a Frankenstein. He’s a bunch of bolts and
nuts and some dead brains (easy
to find in the American public or
Congress). Hit Frank with a good
jolt of electricity from lightning or a
TASER and you might have something that grunts. Making Frank is
easy. It’s the idiot villagers with the
pitchforks who never read iRobot that are the problem. People
destroy and tear down what they
do not understand and they do this
most vehemently to something
that they did not think of themselves (it’s called Not Invented Here
syndrome NIH I think).

So the point is T. Boone Pickens is
ruthless or so I’m told. I understand
that and I LIKE IT. I want to work
with someone who is ruthless because I’m so sick and tired of having to slog through the shit that is
the stupidity of the pussified whining crying idiots out there. Ruthless is good. I don’t have enough
heart beats in my life to do a 100%
Dale Carnegie discussion about
their feelings and sensitivities and
whether or not they understand,
like or approve of what I am doing.   I have a mission, a reason for
my life and part of it is a DAMN BIG
Solar Field and a LOT OF ENERGY
for the United States of America
(not worthless solar photovoltaics).
This is one hell of a big omelet I’m
going to make, so I’m sure as hell
going to break a bunch of eggs and
I don’t care how much the chickens
protest.
I do hope to meet the man someday. I think there is a great synergy
between our efforts. T. Boone
Pickens has a LOT of contacts and
experience. He might be ruthless,
but he’s got integrity.  That’s of
much higher value to me than any
amount of money. My technology
works, I can make it work and it
makes money from energy pretty
quickly and if some of our stuff
solves the problems someone else
has, then that’s just all the better.
Boone, I’ll call you myself sometime in the near future, or you can
contact me directly at support@
knowledgepublications.com.  Let’s
talk; we have a few Frankensteins
to make. It’ll be easier for us to do
this soon because the villagers are
going to be taking the pitchforks
and torches after the politicians for
a while.

RAMDOM THOUGHTS
--------------------------------If people spent as much time
and money on bettering themselves, their children and helping
others as they spent on yogurt,
fiber and pills so they can be
regular and take a crap at the
same time each day; then we’d
all be better and smarter.
-- In a future newsletter, I’ll show
how the world will use MORE oil,
coal and natural gas in a pure
solar hydrogen civilization than
we do today. Yeah. MORE OIL,
COAL and gas will be used in a
world where we get our energy
from Solar and transport it as
Hydrogen.

We send these out as a .pdf so you
can forward it. Please forward our
newsletter !
Want to be the FIRST to get the Dirty
Energy Newsletter? I publish it every
time I get a chance to write, or something really stupid is in the news or I
get really pissed. :)
Send an email to
dirtyme@knowledgepublications.com

You’ll get a confirmation email that
you must click an OK or something
inside of it, and then you’ll get another confirmtion, and then you’re
ALL OURS for abuse !! p.s. We’re the
only one who emails you, NO ONE
else. You’re OURS, so we don’t rent,
lease or sell your info.

Those Who Sell Poison Will Have to Drink it as Well.
If you are selling the poisoned
“kool-aid” to everyone else, expect
that sometime someone is going
to open your throat and shove
down it what you are selling.
If there is one set of commercials
I HATE WORSE than the BP “idiot
on the street” commercials its the
Exxon Mobile Scientist commercials.
One commercial goes, “I’ve been
working with algae for 35 years.”
Really? You must suck at it because I don’t see any great algae
solutions with your name on it.
You’ve had 35 years.
Another commercial goes,“We’re
working so that someday we can
make hydrogen from gasoline for
your car.”
HELLO. You guys do it all day in
your refineries. Its one of the
fundementals of the refining process for turning crude oil into the
distilates that we use today. Its
also VERY clearly documented in
the 1919 book we sell called The
Chemsistry and Manufacture of
Hydrogen at www.USH2.com.
Now of course, the poisoned cool
aid they sell at the end of every
commercial is always something
like, “and it absorbs CO2 so it’ll help
with the climate problem.”
Here is a link to the Guardian UK
news website. The british ASA
(Advertising Standards Authority)
BANNED the Exxon Mobile ad that
talks about how they can liqify
and transport natural gas and
how clean and abundent natural

gas is.
http://tinyurl.com/exxon2008

‘clean’ because it forms CO2 when
burned.

Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) is good
stuff. The idea is that you have an
abundence of natural gas in an
area that is remote, like on the
Pacific coast of Russia or in the
Artic or Antartic area. When there
is no easy way to make a pipe line
to move the gas to populated
areas, you park a ship over the
natural gas wells and the natural
gas runs compressors, pumps and
refrigeration units on the ship.
The natural gas (which is methane
CH4) is pressurized and cooled
until the gas becomes a liquid.
The Liquidfied Natural Gas (LNG)
is then shipped by special ship
anywhere in the world.

Everything on the damn planet
made with a carbon atom makes
CO2 when burned. If you were set
on fire you’d make CO2.

The problem, and the funny part,
is that Exxon Mobile has been
silent on the real science of man
made global warming. Much of
industry has just gone along with
the stupdity and thinking that the
‘hype’ will eventually go away.
Now they’ve helped create a monster and its bit them in the ass.
They’ve been selling the poisoned
junk science and now its been
shoved down their throats.
The British government and the
ASA banned the commercial because they say Natural Gas is not

Exxon Mobile said the fuel is
amoung the cleanest forms of
energy. I can tell you that it is.
However the poison science says
that CO2 is pollution and Exxon
Mobile helped create the poison
and they just had to swallow it. I’d
use a different analogy of what
happened to Exxon-Mobile but
then this would be “The Really
Dirty Energy Newsletter.”
If Exxon Mobile actually reached
down between their legs and
found that they had balls they’d
put THEIR EMPLOYEES on the rigs,
on the platforms, the drillers, the
guys working in the mud and oil
on their face in their commercials.
Put the people in the refineries
that turn the nuts and keep the
place going as well as the chemists, scientists and the engineers
in the commercials. Wave the flag
and talk about Americans and
American Energy and the huge
abundance we have... but no..
they’d rather sell the poisoned
juice that the sky is falling to everyone else.
Natural gas is a HUGE part of
our energy future. The methane
hydrates on the ocean floor far
exceed our “known” oil reserves
by 4x, 5x, 10x or more. Roy and I
can make Methane (Natural Gas)
from solar energy. Its a big part of
our energy future.

Stuff we like, Resources for You, & Hands on Stuff We Sell
Carbonite has SAVED MY REAR END, my data on at least TWO occations. I trust them, you can too. - Steven Harris

double click on image above for the link
I have been using 1automationwiz for our KnowledgePublications.com shopping cart for many years. We like it, its grown,
and if you are looking for a great cart, double click on the above
graphic.

double click on image above for the link
Follow us on twitter, get the lastest updates, see video and newsletters before others do. We get feedback on our stuff from our
twitter folks before we release stuff.

double click on image above for the link
We have carbonite on all of our main computers to backup our
books and data and stuff we can’t afford to loose. Carbonite
backs stuff up in the background to the carbonite servers on the
net. There IS NO GIG LIMIT and its encrypted and secure.

double click on image above for the link
Follow us on youTUBE, and youtube will let you know when we
add more great videos for you to see.

This is us. This is our website where we have our books and our DVDs that WE PUBLISH. We print them, we publish them, we distribute
them. www.KnowledgePublications.com is our main and original website, but its a LONG name and not as easy to use in advertising
and thus why I use www.USH2.com on different advertising. Its us, its the same thing.

Get 10% off ANYTHING at www.USH2.com with the promo code:

dirtyme10

Steven Harris can Teach this class LIVE in your City. Details on the site.
Get the best damn science on the effects of CO2 in the Atmosphere, its easy, its here:
http://tinyurl.com/co2science

